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Peru's Indigenous People Featured

in Photographic Portraits at CMA
CLEVELAND— Javier Silva Meinel travels all over Peru, frequently in the Andean region (western

South America), to photograph indigenous people with their mysterious props at annual civic

celebrations and religious festivals held throughout the year. In Peruvian Portraits: Javier Silva Meinel

Photographs, at the Cleveland Museum of Art (CMA) May 26 through Aug. 1, 2001, Meinel depicts the

indigenous people of his native Peru using a melding of his documentary style with dramatic, posed

scenes. Often costumed in traditional dress, the sitters represent a fusion of past and present Peruvian

culture. Sixteen black-and-white prints will be in the show. Admission is free.

''Meinel's images offer a unique look at a vanishing culture," explains Tom Hinson, CMA's

curator of photography. "They are compelling, timeless portraits that rise beyond exoticism and

embody the spirituality and cultural richness of Peru's indigenous people. He transforms them into

spiritual and cultural icons."

Most contemporary Peruvian photographers avoid focusing on the exoticism of the country's

indigeneous people, but Meinel brings the camera directly to it. These large-scale photographs (16 x 20

inches) are part of his study of Peru's pre-Columbian legacy and how it relates to contemporary life.

Meinel's photographs incorporate his subject's histories as well as the strong influence of portrait

photography in his country.

Using a makeshift (and transportable) studio and cloth backdrops, Meinel photographs his

sitters in theatrical and symbolic ways. People who celebrate Qoyllor Riti, a religious event involving

pilgrimage to the mountain villages outside the ancient Inca capital of Cusco, are frequent subjects.

There, the faithful venerate the Snow Star and the Virgin Carment of Paucartambo in rituals merging

pre-Columbian and Roman Catholic traditions. The Performer, Qoyllor Riti, Cusco, Peru (El Ucuco, Coillur

Ritti— Cusco, Peru, 1993) features a masked pilgrim, in religious ecstasy, who holds a blade-shaped

piece of ice from a sacred mountain peak. Cutting blocks of ice from the mountain is a rite of penitence

believed to result in good fortune for the pilgrims.

In Waira, Paucartambo— Cusco, Peru{1994), masked and costumed characters stand in front of a

cloth backdrop. The cloth does not fill the entire frame; the background (a tent) intrudes, augmenting
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and separating the subjects from their environment. The subjects seem intent on confronting the camera

and thus the viewer. In The Spider Man, Qoyllor Riti, Cusco, Peru (El Hombre Arana, Qoyl/orRiti, Cusco,

Peril) {1993), the sitter gazes solemnly forward through the legs of the tarantula positioned on his

forehead.

Born in 1949 in Lima, Meinel has exhibited his work in numerous group exhibitions, including

A Spiritual Journey at the Brooklyn Museum of Art (1996) and The Peruvians at FotoFest, Houston

(1990).

For more information on CMA and its events, call 1-888-CMA-0033 or visit

www.clevelandart.org .
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